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Evaluation of Total Daily Dose and Glycemic Control for Patients on U-500 Insulin Admitted to the Hospital

Andrew O. Paulus M.D., Jeffrey A. Colburn M.D., Jack E. Lewi M.D., Irene Folaron M.D., Sky D. Graybill M.D., Richard P. Davis M.D., Darrick J. Beckman M.D., Mark W. True M.D.

Introduction The number of patients using U-500 regular insulin has significantly increased in recent years. These patients are severely insulin resistant requiring high doses of insulin to achieve glycemic control. However, it has been observed that a patient’s insulin requirements may dramatically decrease upon admission to the hospital. The medical literature is sparse on this issue, with no formal published guidelines. Therefore, we sought to systematically investigate this phenomenon in our institution.

Methods We performed a retrospective chart review of patients with U-500 insulin outpatient regimens who were admitted to the San Antonio Military Medical Center over a five-year period. Each patient’s outpatient total daily dose (TDD) of insulin was compared to the average inpatient TDD. The outpatient estimated average glucose (eAG) was calculated from the HgbA1c and compared to the average inpatient glucose level.

Results We collected data on 27 patients with a total of 62 separate admissions. The average age was 64.4 years with a mean body mass index of 38.9 kg/m² and eAG of 203mg/dl [74 – 109] (HgbA1c of 8.7% [0 – 5.6]). All patients were converted from U-500 to various U-100 insulin regimens upon admission. The average TDD of insulin received in the hospital was lower than their outpatient TDD, 91 units vs. 337 units (p < 0.001) or 27% of their outpatient insulin dose. Overall, 89% of patients received ≤ 50% of their outpatient TDD while in the hospital. The average inpatient glucose was slightly higher than the outpatient eAG, 234 mg/dl vs. 203 mg/dl (p < 0.003).

Discussion Patients using U-500 insulin routinely have their TDD of insulin reduced upon admission in our institution. Possible factors for decreased insulin requirements include controlled hospital diet, NPO status, and strict adherence to insulin injections by nursing staff. U-500 insulin dosing is prone to errors in the hospital setting, so conversion to U-100 insulin with a dose reduction is a preferred option. Despite a significant reduction in insulin TDD, these patients had clinically similar glucose levels. Therefore, we propose that it is reasonable to convert U-500 patients to U-100 insulin on admission with starting doses between 25 to 50% of their home TDD. Patients’ glucose should be closely monitored and insulin titrated as needed to maintain adequate glucose control.
Conclusion Patients taking U-500 insulin as an outpatient should be converted to a U-100 basal-bolus regimen at 25 to 50% of their home TDD upon hospital admission. Further prospective trial data is needed to best evaluate the ideal approach to this situation.

The views expressed are those of the authors and do not reflect the official views or policy of the Department of Defense, or its Components.
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